
As Member of Parliament for Brecon & Radnorshire from 2001-2015 I took a
particular interest in foreign affairs matters. I visited a number of African countries

to help address health issues including HIV, TB and malaria, and also visited
Afghanistan and Brunei as part of the Armed Forces Parliamentary Scheme.

During the coalition Government I was part of the back bench team that led on
Defence, International Development and Foreign Affairs I took part in a number of

House of Commons debates, and lead on the Party’s response to the
persecution of the Muslim people in Burma. I built up a particular interest and

understanding of the Muslim world and the role of Islamic Finance in this country
and abroad. I was the first Chairperson of the All Party Parliamentary Group on

Islamic Finance.

I was a member of the OECD Parliamentary Assembly and undertook election
monitoring in Kazakhstan and America, work I continue to be involved with. I
chaired the Assembly’s Committee on Science and Economic Development. I

have been a supporter of the People's Mujahedeen of Iran which fights for human
rights in that country.

Since leaving Parliament I have worked with the City of Sanctuary which supports
refugees. We have organised "respite days" for refugees based in Swansea

which allowed them to visit the Brecon area and meet the local communities. This
has been beneficial for the refugees in enhancing their morale and neutralised the

poor opinion some of our communities have of them.

This experience builds on a long background of commitment to foreign affairs.
My University degree included Natural Sciences directed towards a knowledge
and understanding of World Agriculture particularly directed to tropical areas. I

was involved in putting together development plans for The Solomon Islands and
have continued to maintain contacts. I continued to have an interest in role of

appropriate agricultural research in developing countries and its role in
addressing hunger and promoting improvements in national economies.

I hope this sets out my knowledge and interest in Foreign Affairs and my desire to
work for Party Policies based on our Party's principles of Internationalism and

helping build democracies that will secure human rights across the World.
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